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abstract
The paper presents the results of researches in the frame of the international project “Kelainai –
Apameia Kibotos: a Phrygian metropolis on the crossroads of cultures” conducted by an international
team since 2008. The city of Kelainai started to develop its interregional importance in the Achaemenid period (546-334 bc). It became in this time one of the residences of the Great King Xerxes
as well as the residence of his satrap. In the Hellenistic period, the Seleucid King Antiochos Sôter
(281-261 bc) founded a new city beside Kelainai and named it Apamea, in honour of his mother. It
is in this city that that the Peace of Apamea between the Seleucids and the Romans was negotiated.
Apameia is mentioned by Strabo as being the second commercial centre of Asia, after Ephesus. Despite
its historical importance, the city has never been the object of an in-depth archaeological study. Our
project represents the first attempt at a systematic study of its ancient remains. The results the survey
campaigns allow us to make numerous conclusions and formulate several hypotheses concerning the
topography of the ancient city (localisation of the royal palaces, of the acropolis, of the agora and of
several buildings) as well as the organisation of its territory (necropoleis, secondary settlements, elements of the infrastructure). Inventorying and the preliminary study of the architectural elements has
		
			
already permitted us to make hypotheses concerning the monumental buildings unknown before. The
discovery of ca. 100 inscriptions (one inscription is in Lydian) considerably enriched our knowledge
of the history of the city.

